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CULTURAL identity

Cultural identity refers to “the content of values as guiding principles, to meaning of symbols, and to life-styles that individuals share with others, though not necessarily within recognizable groups” (Boski, 2002: 457). The core of cultural identity is the personal meaning and personal evaluation of symbols and values rather than just the knowledge (Boski, 2006). Symbols as a separate, from values, aspect of cultural identity seem to catch less attention among scholars than other dimensions of cultural identity such as language, religion, social activities, family life, and maintenance of cultural heritage (Rosenthal and Hrynevich, 1984). Srole, in his publication from 1940 based on a study on multi-ethnic US city, was probably one of the first to describe cultural orientation based on different types of national (and patriotic) symbolisms. He referred to American-national, Ancestral-national (related to foreign born) and Bi-national symbols (Rudmin, 2003). The relation between cultural symbols, emotional states and cultural identity was confirmed in a study by Fong (1965; za: Rudmin, 2003). Studies, among Polish emigrants in Canada and USA, show that the more personally significant is a certain symbol; the strongest is symbolic identity (Boski, 1992). These findings indicate also that the period of emigration significantly influences this component of identity. The longer period of emigration, the weaker Polish symbolic identity. At the same time the meaning of symbols of migration country gets systematically stronger. The biggest distance between significance of symbols is particularly observable among the second generation of immigrants (Boski, 1992).

The cultural model of acculturation proposed by Boski (1992) offers a theoretical and methodological framework to study cultural identity. In contrast, Berry’s model is based on a concept of social identity which refers to out-group and in-group differences. The model however is accultural because the distinction between Us and Them can be based on a very trivial criteria not necessarily related to cultural differences.

This complex approach has a background inter alia in work of two scholars. A Polish sociologist Ossowski (1986) was the first to make such a division. In his concept of private and ideological motherland he related the former to personal experiences corresponding with certain territory, land view, behaviors and customs. On the other hand, the latter was related to symbols corresponding with the prior experience. The concept of private motherland was developed later on by Kloskowska (1991), another
Polish scholar, who referred to *symbolic culture* as a set of meanings that provide a specific and common language for communication within a certain group.

The model calls for a distinction between two components of cultural identity: symbolic identity and correlative identity (based on values). Symbolic identity pertains to *symbolic attributes of national identity* that are related to symbols characteristic for a certain culture such as i.e. heroes of the present and the past, symbolic sites, traditional celebrations, anniversaries of national events. Symbolic identity is obtained in the process of enculturalization through attendance in national events, visiting historical places etc. (Kloskowska, 1999, 2001). Later on in lifetime these cultural representations may appear as different kinds of associations or memories. They are coded, stored in memory and resembled in certain situations.

In contrast, *correlative attributes of national identity* are related to values and behaviors being significantly related with a certain culture. Based on several studies Boski (1992, 1999) separated a bipolar dimension called Hum-Mat Scale and four cultural dimensions based on values (Humanism, Materialism, Liberalism, Sarmatyzm). These cultural dimensions characterize Polish culture in relation to the other cultures. Polish culture is characterized particularly by high indicator of Humanism represented, for instance, by such features as hospitality, family carrying, cherishing close personal relations. In reverse, Western countries (such as USA or Great Britain) are described by high index of Materialism (Boski, 1992; Boski, 2005b; Rymek, 2002). Those attributes form a specific prototype of the most common cultural treats of a certain culture. For instance, it can be a prototype of a Pole or German.

Correlative identity is acquired in the process of socialization through the contact with members of the same national group. Internalization of correlative attributes is achieved by punishments, rewards and modeling (Kloskowska, 1991; Boski 1992) and it might be conscious or unconscious. On one hand, an individual accepts values existing in her/his culture as universal without deeper analysis. On the other hand, when stable life conditions drastically change - i.e. one migrate - an individual might become “aware” of his/her cultural values.

Previous studies (Boski, 1992) showed that both components, values and symbols, are positively interrelated although the level of correlation varies from low to moderate. On one hand, it indicates that both are theoretically autonomous while on the other hand, it allows justifying that there is an influence between the two. The studies among Polish emigrants in Canada and USA indicate that the next generations seem to maintain Polish values much more than Polish symbols (Boski, 1992). The longer period of emigration, the weaker symbolic identity. The biggest distance between importance of symbols from the two cultures can be seen among the second generation of immigrants (Boski, 1992). Furthermore, Polish correlative identity is stronger than correlative identity of culture of settlement among all generations of Polish emigrants (Boski, 1992). Additionally, the significance of Canadian and American symbols gets systematically stronger while identification with Polish values gets stronger than identification with values of culture of settlement. One of the aims of the study presented below is to verify these findings.

**POLISH POLITICAL EMMIGRATION IN GREAT BRITAIN**

A shift in cultural identity among migrants is shaped also by a specific migrational movement’s history, the motives and paths of that migration, like in the case of Polish
political emigration in Great Britain after the World War the Second. Emigration of Poles to United Kingdom has a very long tradition. The first wave took place in the 19th century, followed by another significant flow related to the First World War. There were similarly successive waves during the period between the World Wars and during and just after the Second World War. In more recent history, three important waves are of interest: the year 1968 due to anti-Jewish battue, the 1980s—especially 1981 when a state of martial law was declared, and the new labour waves of the 1990’s.

The study is concentrated on the so-called political emigration that took place during and after the Second World War and between the years 1956 and 1968. This wave consist mainly of former soldiers of the Polish army, former war prisoners including those from work-camps, displaced persons, members of the intellectual elite, individuals with Jewish background expelled in 1968 and the families of all the former.

It is difficult to estimate precise number of Polish emigrants in United Kingdom during and shortly after the war because the amount fluctuated severely. It is assumed though that there was about 160,000 Polish emigrants during that time. Since then, the number of polish emigrants has both increased and decreased depending on the historical circumstance, and today it is estimated that there were around 130,000 emigrants before Poland joined the EU. One third of them were born on the British Island, which means that there is over 40,000 British-Poles.

The attachment of Polish migrants from that period of time to Polish culture was very strong. It was reflected in the presence of various national and cultural organisations, associations and schools of different levels of education, newspapers and a rich cultural life. The most important example is the presence of the Polish Government in Exile in London. Polish emigrants that belong to that wave define themselves as fighters for the freedom of their mother country against the then communistic regime. This political context was crucial for this group and the next generations’ cultural identity. Another crucial characteristic of this group is temporality of presence. Even though Poles developed such a rich cultural setting in Great Britain, they treated their presence there as temporary as they were just waiting for an appropriate moment, namely the collapse of the communist regime to come back to their country of origin.

The attachment to Polish culture was emphasised by close attachment and engagement into the Polish Church, several cultural associations and different kinds of campaigns. Polish culture was also maintained and transferred into the next generations by sending children to Saturday Schools where they were taught Polish culture and language, geography and history.

For this particular migratory episode, the political situation was the key factor in their cultural identity transformation. The second generation of Poles called British Poles had to adjust to conditions not known to their parents. In case of the second generation born outside of the country of origin, it becomes even more complicated—or rather the problem is given a new quality all together. They had to deal not only with their parents’ culture of origin but also adapt to a culture of migration. Adjustment to these conditions is related not only to possessing the knowledge of both languages and bicultural scripts of behaviour, but also socially.

This leads to a number of questions. Namely, which culture is “the first one”, which is the “original one” if any, how cultural identity is shaped when being influenced by two (or more) different (sometimes even contradictory) cultural forces.

---

The term “second generation” refers to individuals (children of people who migrated and settled in a country of migration) who were born outside of their parent’s motherland.
This leads to another question which culture (of origin or of migration country) constitutes their identity or may be it is a combination of these two. Particularly, it is interesting to observe which cultural symbols and values are the core of their identity.

**METHOD**

**Research questions**

Polish culture was strongly internalized at homes where Polish language was the main mean of communication, and Polish literature was common. Therefore, it might be interesting to inspect which sets of cultural meanings present at family homes is included into children’s identity. The influence of family home is a crucial factor that shapes individual’s identity. Home is a place were tradition, ceremonies, symbols and values are assimilated through intentional or accidental learning and imitation of behaviours. The aim of this process is to create a competent member of culture who identifies himself / herself with a specific hierarchy of values, knows rituals and speaks the language (Schönpflug, 2001).

Simultaneously, emigrants are vulnerable to be influenced, at least to some extend, by another culture. An adult may decide to isolate from the dominant culture by accreting separation or marginalisation strategy (Berry, 2003) although a child, even if strongly influenced by parents have to interact with the outside world at least by attending school. Childhood is exactly the time when identity is shaped. Parents who are the first generation of migrants are not always able to transfer patterns of behavior adequate to new cultural situations. On the other hand, if they transfer patterns characteristic for their culture of origin it might be dysfunctional for their children (Schönpflug, 2001). Young people search than for new “authorities”. Peer group which may include representatives of dominant culture than might become a point of reference. The influence if probably even bigger if the relationship between the actors is stronger (i.e. by visiting each other homes). It is than important to include the influence of this group into research on cultural identity.

The research has twofold character: exploratory and hypothesis-testing. The former is related to discover what is the structure of British-Poles cultural identity. The aim of the latter one is to verify cultural model of acculturation provided by Boski. Based on previous research, it is assumed that symbolic identity with the new country will prevail over symbolic attachment to the culture of origin, while value-identity will be stronger with the culture of origin. To test the above general hypothesis several research questions and more detailed hypothesis were posed:

1) Polish symbols will be better recognized and will be more personally significant among Poles from Warsaw than among British. Additionally, recognition and personal significance of these symbols will be lower among British-Poles than among Poles.

2) Recognition and personal significance of British symbols will be higher than of Polish ones among British-Poles.

3) British-Poles will evaluate values represented by their family home higher than Poles and British.

4) Normative humanistic orientation will be the highest among Poles and lower among British. At the same time materialistic index will be the highest among
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British and lower among Poles. Location of British-Poles on Hum-Mat scale is left as an open question.

Participants

The aim of the research reported in this paper was to probe the cultural identity of the second generation of Poles born in Great Britain. Three groups of subjects were investigated. The first group consisted of the second generation of Poles born in Great Britain whose two parents were Polish in origin and have come to Great Britain either during the World War the Second or after it, but not later then till the beginning of 1970s. These are British-Poles (N=43). Additionally, in order to observe how cultural identity of British-Poles is structured it is useful to compare cultural capacity of representatives of the two cultures (Polish and British) that reflected them during their lifetime. Both of these culturally homogeneous group represented by British and Poles from Poland accounted as control groups. Additionally, in order to verify if certain symbols and values are representative for each culture each respondent (from all groups) had to have some kind of knowledge about the other culture. Due to this criteria as well as availability, British group consisted of close friends of British-Poles from early childhood (N=30).

The last group consisted of Poles born and living in Warsaw in Poland (N=31). This group was not related to the two former ones in any way.

The research was conducted in London, during three summer months of 2002 and in Warsaw in autumn 2002. There were 104 all together, half of them were women. The age average was 46,4 (SD=8,4). All levels of education were represented in each group and their distribution was similar between the groups (Table 1). Most of British-Poles knew Polish language at least at a basic level although most of the questionnaires in London were filled in English.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Age, Education and Sex of the Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>British Poles (N=43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age Average</strong></td>
<td>47,53 (SD=7,23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School+Courses</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Women</strong></td>
<td>47% (N=20)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to specific characteristics of the studied groups a snow ball method was chosen. Each respondent was asked to give contacts to other British Poles and British. The selection of “my British friend from childhood” and her/his consent to participate were the critical factors in this study. The relation between the two had to be very close including visiting in both family houses. This was supposed to give a base for later comparison of both family settings. Each respondent was asked to recommend a person that the respondent considers as a close friend from the childhood. The respondent first contacted the person and asked if she/he agreed, and then the researcher was given a telephone number and a meeting with a British person was arranged.
Materials

*Cultural symbols.* Cultural symbols are represented by pictures of public authorities from the present and the past, while buildings and places were the base for measuring symbolic identity. Twelve photos were divided into two sets (six per each culture). In each set half of the pictures represented persons while the other half pictures of architect objects. Polish symbols were represented by: 1) Jolanta and Aleksander Kwasniewski (presidential couple at the time of the research); 2) Lech Walesa (president of Poland 1990-1995); 3) Jozef Pilsudski (commander of Polish Forces before the Second World War); 4) presidential palace in Warsaw; 5) Parliament House “Sejm”; 6) Jasna Gora (sanctuary and pilgrimage site of Black Madonna the Queen of Poland). British sample consisted of: 1) royal couple; 2) Margaret Thatcher; 3) Winston Churchill; 4) Buckingham Palace in London; 5) Parliament Houses, and 6) Westminster Abbey in London.

Due to the specific background of the studied group—namely a strong political background of migration—selected photos corresponded to political aspects of life. Another selection criteria was to choose those attributes which are easy available at school, especially at Sunday school, via different kinds of media i.e. Polish television transmitted in UK. Another selection criteria was to choose cultural equivalents (i.e. presidential couple vs. royal couple; well-known historical heroes; religious symbols).

The task was to recognize a symbol and write its name and the country of origin. Additionally, each symbol had its (7-points) scale of personal significance (important - not important; moving-uninspiring; not controversial-controversial; admirable - contemptible; warm-distant/reserved; homely (familiar)-strange; meaningful for Poland (/UK)-insignificant for Poland (/UK)) to which subjects were asked to respond. The aim of this part was to verify the respondent’s knowledge of cultural symbols as well as their attachment to them.

Internal consistency of items (Cronbach’s alpha) in personal significance scales towards persons and architectural objects seems not to be very high. Scales corresponded to British symbols appeared to be slightly weaker than Polish ones although the reliability indicator was located over .5 in all cases. The former became stronger when the third sub-scale “not controversial-controversial” is removed.

*Cultural values.* Descriptive measurement of correlative attributes was based on a modified version of inventory *KWisk* created by Boski (1992, 2006). The new version called “My family home” included four original categories which represented particular cultural dimensions: Humanism, Materialism, Liberalism and Sarmatyzm. Additionally, another category was included called emotional distance. This dimension was based on assumption that Polish and British culture represented different attitude towards emotional closeness between people. Due to the aim of the paper only two of them are described here: humanistic and materialistic which combine into one bipolar dimension with two extremes called further on Hum-Mat scale. The humanism scale consisted of values describing Polish culture. These values were related to close family relations and its importance, to memory of past heroes and historic events, to long-term and close relationships. In a series of studies (total N=1273) conducted by Boski (i.e.1992, 1999) the validity of the original HUMMAT scale was proved ($\alpha$=0.855) as well as its high correlation with Polish culture (with Poles from Warsaw, $r$ (396) =0.560, and especially with Polish emigrants, $r$ (568) =0.956 (Boski, 2005a)).
The Humanism Scale
- Family was very important. All members (i.e., elders, adults and children) found support, helped each other and contributed as they could to mutual well-being.
- Courtesy, certain respect expressed by men towards women.
- Understanding for people’s weaknesses and mistakes, and being inclined to forgive.

The Materialism Scale recalled ideas of hard work, money, business, social status and social promotion, and it represents values characteristic for Western countries.

The Materialism Scale
- A tend to be business-like with people because time is money.
- Work around the clock to improve the standards of life.
- Planned, well organized, and predictable life.

The task was to answer the following question “Which of given values describes each family house best?” Respondents had to think back about the times when they were living at their family home mark these values and behaviors that were characteristic for it. Form of answering depended on a group. British-Poles were requested to divide given values, represented in the sentences, into four groups: 1) respondent’s family home (when living with parents)—“My home”; 2) his/her British friend’s home from childhood—“British Home”; 3) integrative values representative for both houses—“Both”; or 4) to any where it did not fit to any category or the respondent did not remember—“None”. In case of the British and respondents from Warsaw the second group referred to Polish friend’s home. The aim of this part was to compare whether certain values and behaviors occur within culturally different settings (family homes) and to check which cultural dimensions dominate in Polish culture and which in British one.

The second part of the questionnaire called “My aims and values” consisted of the same set of sentences but this time regarding personal values of respondents. The task was to estimate the degree to which respondents act accordingly to values and behaviors included in the sentences using a scale from (-3) ‘definitely not’ to (+3) ’definitely yes’. The aim was to verify whether cross-generational value transmission takes place and if yes with which dimensions it is related. The relation between those two measurements of values will enable to denominate axiological cultural identity.

RESULTS

Symbolic identity

Analysis of variance made on aggregated data regarding recognition of cultural symbols presented on the photos showed a considerable in-group and out-group differentiation (see Figure 1). Interaction between the groups and symbolic attributes (F(2,104)=138,46, p<.001, $\eta^2=0.733$) indicate that British-Poles recognized British symbols more frequently which confirms the hypothesis that British symbols constitute more crucial base regarding identity than Polish ones. No differences between this
group and the British were observed. This leads to a conclusion that the symbolic sphere of the settlement country plays a predominant role in cultural symbols recognition. The aggregated indicator of symbolic identity was computed as the average sum of standardized outcomes of recognition and evaluation of the photos. The results are presented in Figure 2.
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**Figure 1**  
**Recognition of Polish and British Cultural by Three Groups of Respondents**

Interaction between identity and groups is highly significant, F(2,101)=85.40, p<.001, $\eta^2=0.628$. Having in mind previously posed research questions, it is important to pay attention to contrasts in both aspects of identity (e.g. recognition and evaluation) between British Poles and the other control groups. The first contrast are located between Poles from Warsaw and British regarding Polish identity and strongly differ from the two (PL>PL-UK>UK). Concerning British symbolic identity British-Poles are similar to the British although both groups are very much different from Warsaw inhabitants {(UK=PL-UK)>PL}. To sum up, with British identity British-Poles seem to be as British as their local friends but they are less Polish than Poles from Warsaw in their Polish identity.
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**Figure 2**  
**Symbolic Identity towards Both Countries by Three Groups of Respondents**
Correlative identity

The indicators of descriptive Polish and British correlative identity were built on the basis of aggregated data from the questionnaire A (“My family home”). Due to the values assortment descriptive data concerning 6-category taxonomy *My Home* (yes / no) × *Friend’s Home* (yes / no) × *Integrative* (yes / no) was obtained. The results are illustrated in Figure 3.
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Interaction of capacity of three settings and three groups [F(4,202)=12.37, *p*<.001, \(\eta^2=0.197\)] shows that the second generation migrants have different retrospective images of their own and their friend’s family home. In both homogeneous groups the integrative category contained the most elements. However, among British Poles their own home was saturated the most while the integrative category contained the least elements.

An indicator based on evaluation weights of respondents own values (questionnaire B—“*My values and goals*”) assigned to cultural values from questionnaire A (“*Family home values*”) was built. For each item, it was a product of the two measures: descriptive (*where does the value belong?*) and evaluative (*how important is it to me*?). Conjunction of these two sets (evaluative and descriptive, respectively) is a measurement of cultural identity during the process of acculturation (Boski, 2005a, b).

In this study it enabled me to assess how much valued (from today’s position) was participant’s *Family home* and her/his *Friend’s home in their childhood*. To test how do the respondents shape their present identity in relation to the image of their family home from childhood an analysis model was built: 3(groups)×2(My Home: yes/now)×2(Friend’s Home: yes/now). The results being a base for MANOVA are showed in Figure 4.
The main effects of My Home \([F(1,101)=92.50, p<.001, \eta^2=0.478]\) and at weaker effect of Friend’s Home \([F(1,101)=6.44, p<.05, \eta^2=0.06]\) indicate that values related to the respondent’s own setting dominate over common ones. On the other hand, their interaction effect \([F(1,101)=32.30, p<.001, \eta^2=0.242]\) informs that the latter ones prevail over values that are characteristic for friend’s home setting. One of the most important result is the three way interaction \([F(2,101)=27.21, p<.001, \eta^2=0.350]\). It shows that British Poles have a different identity profile than both homogeneous control groups. Integration of cultural values seem to be the most appreciated among the latter while the identity of the former seem to be based on separation of their home values from so called the rest. In retrospection the family home of British Poles occurred as a very culturally capacious field. At present it seems to become a powerful base for their exclusive identity. Furthermore, the integrative field which was characterized by low capacity of elements is negatively evaluated as well.

Summing up, British-Poles strongly identify themselves with symbolic attributes of the dominant culture on one hand, and represent strong attachment to values related to Polish culture, on the other hand. At the same time there is a strong depreciation of migration culture values.

**Symbols and values**

Previous analysis regarding the two aspects of identity (symbolic and correlative) seems to indicate that both symbolic and axiological profiles are different in comparison to two control groups. The symbolic aspect is equal with the British although concerning Polishness the main group is located in between the two. Regarding the axiological aspect, the second generation of migrants strongly maintains Polish culture.
Correlation analysis of both identity aspects gave an interesting outcome. Namely, Polish symbolic identity was negatively correlated, \( r(43) = -0.542, p < .001 \), with values that were not related to own family home. However, there was no positive significant relationship between this indicator and values related to own family home.

Positive correlation between both components of the identity appeared among Poles from Warsaw \( r(31) = 0.436 \) whereas any kind of relationship was observed among the British.

Estimated correlation of \( HUMAT - Polish \) Home - British Home showed significant positive relationship between humanistic orientation and Polish home, \( r(73) = 0.296, p < .05 \).

**DISCUSSION**

Some implication for cultural identity

Identity is based on expectations of others, on what we assume that others expect from us, on our self, our biography and hierarchy of values. Identity is a very complicated and complex matter and its structure has many levels. History, motives and trajectory of migration are tightly related to one’s identification. Polish political emigration in London is a group determined by specific reasons of migration, particular attitudes towards destination country shaped by expectations regarding temporality of residence, and the quality of life “on exhale”. This paper tried to answer a question how cultural identity of the second generation of Poles in Great Britain is structured as well as verify cultural model of acculturation (Boski, 1992). Even though reported research focuses only on some aspects of the identity, particularly, correlative and symbolic attributes still some general conclusions may be drawn out.

Results clearly demonstrate that cultural identity of British Poles is more British in its symbolic aspect and more Polish in its value-correlative aspect. What stands behind this might be the lack of permanent contact with symbols of culture of origin. On the other hand, concerning the personal significance of cultural attributes the main group represents a specific bicultural identity.

The attachment to Polish values is strongly antagonistic comparing to evaluation of values of the other culture. It is even more interesting when one recalls that respondent’s task was not to describe their attitude towards a culture in general but towards a particular (existing) friend being a representative of another culture. In contrary, British perceived many more common values among both cultures. This implies at least two conclusions. Firstly, mental boundaries seem to be a significant base for cultural self-definition. Secondly, cultural distance may play an important role in construction of cultural identity and should be involved in the future research.

Family home seems to play an important role in the cultural identity of British Poles. It is perceived as an exclusive island on exile. It is not only a meaningful but also very capacious category which constitute their present system of values. This tendency to idealize everything that is Polish (especially the past and the tradition) might be seen as a sort of a marginalisation strategy. Everything that is Polish is positively valued by British-Poles even though objectively some of those elements represent negative side of Polishness (Boski, 2005).

Results question Berry’s assumptions on integrative acculturation strategy and its dominant power among other strategies. Presented research, together with that of
Rymek-Gmytrasiewicz (2006) and Boski (2005) show something opposite. Integration is a good strategy but for the people living within their local culture, but not for the immigrants, where the attachment to their parents’ culture of origin is clearly dominant.

Cultural identity of British-Poles seems to represent a type of biculturalism where both cultures are in a certain “unequal balance”. In some aspects it is strongly Polish and in others it is more directed towards British culture. It might be called “a third value” (Mostwin, 1995) or “a third culture” (Casmir, 1995) where elements of both cultures are mixed. It is a kind of ideological ethnicity that is a consequence of relation between present, past and anticipated future (Nikitorowicz, 2001). In other words, it is a type of cultural identity that is not ethnic culture from the past nor the present national culture but it is an idealized form which is a reaction against injustices in the present (De Vos, 1995).

Limitation of the study

Some attention should also be put to the limitations of the study. The small size of the sample indeed influences the possibilities to generalize as well as lack of its representatively. Unfortunately, due to the lack of reliable official records on the second generation in Great Britain it was not possible to follow this requirement. Still, such studies focused on migrants provide some interesting input into the recognition of the phenomenon.

The influence of the native Polish researcher should be also taken under consideration. Most of the respondents knew Polish language at least to some extend. The knowledge among few of them would easily allow them to fulfill given tasks in Polish. Nevertheless, none of them took an advantage of this opportunity. One of the explanations might be that, in a way, competing with a native Pole (who was a researcher) in language might lead to a malaise or even internal conflicts.
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